
Dear aim, 
5/12/71 

Because I do not know when 	be in Tebchington, I'm sending the exchange of letters I discussed breifly pith Lud yesterday, not for your private file but fee the Ray file, As you :ill see, I took soni time becsuse daily I become more aeereh neive about some aspects. Among the possibly less significant is the indication of :constant pressure from Stoner for racist propaganda that he seems to be resistine. He anal I have discussed thi at length in person and by mail. 

Bud said he'd send me the 20 pages from Thompson. I think they may have some impertanc negative evidence and on withholding the exculeatory. 

There are some areas where, if he will say anything, as you know, I think it better and safer for the lawyers not to be involved. I may or may not be right, but I think that in some areas he will speak to rte as not to lawyers. As a general thing, he has a low opinion of lawyers per se. he has not indicated this about the three of you, but he has made cracks he had asked me not to pass on, about lawyers in general. So, I think that, since you will always know if there is anything I get from him that you should and may be better with the buffer, it would not be bad if he felt he could keep a few secrets as long as they should be kept. I have made spine pretty broad hints to him. I will be writing him further for Bud to hand him, having discussed this with Bud and having his approval, but I think we should discuss this in advance of my writing it if at all ossible. "y purpose is not to keep secrets from you both.I want you to understand that I will be attempting alirvily as well as ;thy I think it best to keep it between him and roe for the time being, ii he says anything. One of the things I can't make up my mind on is whether I should address the potential conflict of interest between him and Stoner, and this in terms of etoner's non-performance. How-ever, it would seem to be impossible for him to man any in ediate responme except verbally, and this is one of the things from Which no taint should be able to rub off on Bud with Stoner, Who will scream an pane' if he sees what Cook Wrote. 

I have been raising things with him over a period of time. He says he'll discuss these with Bud. I have suggested and bud has agreed to tape the Whole thine for me. I Ica can now dub direct, which means better quality, from myeold cassette machine to one like yours of the new one given to me, so we can both have copies of this tape, Should Bud want to keep it. 

I hale marked in red toward the end a passage where he addresses our need to knee more and his agreement "up to a point". Any step past where we now are on thi3 would be very good, but In have to worry about other things when thi: begins to happen, one is his recaie and the other his faithfulness to reality or his reluctance to really tell the truth abouti others. I think it would be the beet approach, assuming 	and Bud agree, to encourage him to give me every possible investigative lead involv'ne others, nuebers, addresses, etc, regardless of their immediate need in any possible court action on the ground that While you do not need it or want it for legal reasons sometimes investigating things takes long time and if we wait until later it may be too late, plus the fact that it is his best insurance for survival, that as long as he has secrets killing him eerves a purpose. Here is Where he may tighten, but with all that has happened (and I d not raise the attempted escape unless he does), there are too many indications he may be near his end. Even Jerry felt he 7-71 set up 	thay May escapade and that its purpose - was to get him kired. All of this is pretty ticklieh, one o tie reasons I write, so you can think a'7)ut it, and one aly I think we should talk about it beore rud 	the three of us or gybe bill, too. Hurriedly, 


